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Overview

Ever increasing scrutiny, constant change and a shortage
continuing features of the corporate reporting landscape.
how companies have managed these challenges, where they are struggling to comply
and areas of innovation and better practice.

As ever, we have scoured the annual reports of 100

listed UK companies, of various sizes and in various
industries, in order to provide you with insight into

;E reporting practices. We look at the whole report,
'tincluding 

the strategic report, governance content and

rhe fi nancial statements.

Responsible capitalism and licence to operate
Responsible capitalism is a much-cited concept
in recent years and there is an increasing

acknowledgement that a company needs a societal
licence to operate. lt was therefore no surprise that
92% of companies surveyed referred to key inputs into
their business model in the form of off-balance sheet
resources and relationships, ranging from employee
workforces to customer relationships and natural
resources. The lnternational lntegrated Reporting
Council's <lR> Framework can be helpful in this regard,

with six companies referring to it or describing their
report as'integrated'.

f6mpany purpose and culture
/o of reports gave a clear description of a company

*p'urpose 
that went beyond making profits for

s h a re ho I d e rs a n d, e n co u rag ingly, 7 6 co m pa n i es

discussed value created for at least one stakeholder
other than shareholders.

The FRC has also stressed the importance of corporate
culture in recent years, including the critical role of
the board in holding management to account. An
encouraging 5870 of companies explalned the values,

behaviours and culture that they seek to uphold.

Section 172

Section 172 af the Companies Act 2006 (s'172) already
requires directors to consider broader non-financial
matters, such as employee interests and the impact on
the community and environment, whilst promoting the
success of the company for its shareholders.

New laws will soon see all large UK companies having

to describe in their annual reports how their directors
have had regard to the matters set out it' s172.
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of trust in business have been
Once again our survey shows

Corporate governance reforms have also seen the
F RC p u b I i s h a n ew !(!q[gg.f atq-Q o,49[0anceIode,
incorporating the Prime Minister's broad social reform

agenda and desire to restore trust in UK business.

Effective in2019, the 2018 Code will see numerous
changes to the detailed public reporting on a

company's corporate governance arrangements, driven
by changes to the underlying governance processes for
many companies.

Some companies are already acknowledging their
broader responsibility within society. 29% of companies

referred to the responsibilities required by s172
(2017'17), with 890 explaining how the directors had

fulfilled those responsibilities and had regard to their
duty under s172.The vast majority of companies (97%0,

2017: 87Vo) evidenced consideration of their business'

impact on the community and the environment. The

fostering of relationships with suppliers was also

acknowledged by 7 1o/o (2017 : 380/o).

Non-fi nancial information
One of the few changes to the requirements for
annual reports in 2017 was the implementation of the
Non-Financial Reporting (NFR) Directive in the UK. 70

of the companies surveyed fellwithin its scope and

compliance was mixed.

One NFR Directive requirement is to give the policies

a company pursues in relation to environmental
matters, its employees, social matters, human rights
and anti-bribery and anti-corruption. 61 companies
clearly mentioned anti-bribery and anti-corruption,
but in many cases it was hard to identify whether
companies had made disclosures designed to meet the
NFR Directive, due to existing requirements touching
on similar areas. Another recurring issue was ambiguity
as to whether the information provided could really
be regarded as constituting a'policy'. For example,
we felt that only 23 of the companies in scope had

clearly named or described a policy in relation to social
matters,
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The new NFR Directive requirements may have

contributed to an increase in the average length
of reports,which rosefrom 155to 164pages. 13%0

discussed how they had regard to materiality in the
context of their narrative reporting, typically within
their corporate responsibility information,

Narrative reporti ng assurance
Despite investor focus on non-flnancial metrics, only a

quarter of companies referred to internal or external
assurance over non-financial or CSR information,
in some cases covering more than just traditional
sustainabiliry information.

Use of APMs
The use of non-financial metrics remains relatively
common in companies' key performance indicators
(KPls), with 710/o (2017:740/o) laving one or more such
metric. Employee-related items were the most popular

type of non-financial metric -750/o(2017',530/0) of those
with non-financial KPls had such a measure.

When it comes to financial metrics, alternative
performance measures (APMs), being adjusted
versions of IFRS measures, also remain populal
reflecting the widespread belief in the UK that when
used appropriately they are useful. 9670 presented

such metrics in their up-front highlights section, with
910lo of those including an adjusted profit APM.

Compliance with ESMA guidelines
An emerging trend observed, adopted by 460/0, was for
companies to have a dedicated section or appendix
on APMs, providing much of the information required
by ESMAs guidelines on APMs, Overall, compliance
with ESMAs guidelines was mixed. 8670 of those with
an adjusted profit APM in their highlights section
reconciled it back to the IFRS measure and 8070

provided comparative balances.

Prominence of APMs
One of the more judgemental requirements of ESMAs

guidelines is that APMs should not be given more
prominence than the associated IFRS measures. lt
appeared lhal200/a of companies may have given

undue prominence to adjusted profit measures by

using bold font or graphs to emphasise APMs in their
highlights. Looking further into the reports, almost a

third of Chairmen's and CEOS' statements did not make
any reference to IFRS profit measures when discussing
adjusted profit measures, echoing findings from the
FRC's recent thematic review on APMs.

ln the financial statements themselves, 68% had ApMs
on the face of the income statement. ln terms of the
labels used, it appears that concerns over the use of
misleading terms may be having an effect - the use of
'exceptional' items dropped from 20 companies to 1'l

companies and the use of 'non-recurring'from three to
none. The use of 'adjusting items' as an umbrella term
rose from six to ten.

Principal risks: cyber and technology
Against the backdrop of a fast-changing world,
companies on average identified ten risks that could
seriously affect their performance, future prospects or
reputation. These principal risks covered a wide variety
of issues, but in a business environment increasingly
utilising technology it was unsurprising that, similar to
the previous year's reports, they frequently included
matters around cyber-crime (73%o), data protection
(54%o) and systems'failures (460/o). Many companies
evidenced in their reports that their boards are taking
cyber risks seriously, with 54%o disclosing board
attention on cyber risk/cyber security, including
board training, presentations to the board or audit
committee, cyber insurance and externally provided
projects regarding cyber security.

Continuing with the technology theme, it was

interesting that 190/o set out a principal risk that they
might not keep up with the pace of technological
change and that a failure to do so would threaten the^
business. Another feature of the modern world, socia'
media, was explicitly referred to by a small number of
companies in the context of reputational risks and the
need to monitor such publicity.

Principal risks: Brexit
Looking slightly further ahead, the UK's departure from
the European Union was identifled as a principal risk by
25 companies, with a further 34 explicitly referring to
it in the context of a broader risk around marketplace
and economic uncertainty. 27% disclosed board
attention to the topic of Brexit, down from 44Vo in 2017.

ln terms of their business model and how it might or
might not change following Brexit, the majority were
either silent (460/o) or stated that they were monitoring
the situation (260/o).230/o indicated that they did not
expect any change and the remaining 5%o that they had
changed, would change or might change. The FRC is

keen for companies to keep updating the information
they provide on Brexit as the situation continues to
evolve.



Principal risks: climate change
Surprisingly only one company identifled climate

change as a principal risk. A very small number
mentioned compliance with regulation including that
designed to tackle climate change and 18 companies
identified environmental risks, ranging from availability
of resources to extreme weather events (without

linking these to climate change).

On a related note, only four companies asserted
.ne level of compliance with the guidelines on

\:,mate-related disclosure published by the G20

Financial Stability Board's Task Force on Climate-

Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Slightly more
encouragingly, 15 companies in total described their
board of directors' oversight of climate related risks.

Viability
Having considered a company's principal risks tn\
directors are required to provide a st*g!.gnUeSarUing
theco@y.S}ok(2017. I

Z +V{fi Aicate d w h i c h s pec i fi c r i s ks we re co ns i d e red f
in making their statement, with 54ok disclosing f
qualifications or assumptions underlying their I
assessment - 29 companies mentioned the avaiiability
of financing or refinancing

The FRC and investors have indicated that they
expect to see directors undertaking an assessment

r company's prospects, including the resilience

'vrthe business model, over a longer time period

than that over which they assess the company's
viability. However, only 13% provided a clearly distinct
discussion of the company's prospects in the viability
statement.

Board evaluation
The performance of directors is often subject to
considerable scrutiny nowadays, making board
evaluation disclosures of particular interest. 35Vo of
companies explained the findings and related action
points from board evaluation processes (2017'.410/o). A

further 17% of companies just described the findings
of their eva I uation (201-/ : 9%). Discussi ng a reas for
improvement helps demonstrate transparency,
openness to change and commitment to the running of
an effective board.
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Diversity
Boards can also benefit from having a suitably diverse

make-up. New rules, stemming from the NFR Directive

and implemented into the Disclosure Guidelines

and Transparency Rules (DTR), became effective for
periods commencing on or after 1 )anuary 2017,

requiring disclosure of boardroom diversity policies

in the corporate governance statement, including

aspects such as age, gender, geographical diversity and

educational and professional background.

Although 800/o (2A17:86%) of reports referred to

aspects of diversity other than gender, only 29% were

regarded as meeting the new DTR requirements. ln

order to meet the new requirements, boards should

aim to describe the policy itself rather than the
processes in place or actions taken during the year. Any

cross-references to entity-wide diversity policies should
also include information on how they speciflcally apply
to the board.

Succession planning
After a significant improvement in our 2017 survey,

standards had been maintained in this year's

succession planning disclosures. 93% of boards
disclosed activity around succession planning (2017:

890/0,2016 69%), However, in our judgement only 330/o

(2017' 410/0) of companies this year included disclosures
that explained clearly the systems the board has

in place to maintain good succession planning, for
example use of a regularly updated skills matrix.

Audit committee reporting
The FRC's Audit and Assurance Lab published, in
December 2012 investor feedback on what information
is expected from audit committees on significant
financial reporting issues. In our judgement, based on
the FRC's findings, only 250/o provided comprehensive
disclosures adding substantially to the reader's
understanding of issues and how the audit committee
had considered and challenged them. ln general, audit
committees could have provided more detail on their
actions and level of challenge and comparatively few
explained the rationale underlying their conclusions
regarding the significant issues.

The FRC's program of thematic reviews led, in part,

to an increase in audit committee reports referring
to engagement with the FRC's corporate Reporting
Review panel - a rise from 3Vo to 150/0.
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Judgements and estimates
ln November 2012 the FRC published findings from
its thematic review of financial statement disclosures
on critical accounting judgements and key sources
of estimation uncertainty under IAS 1. Consistent
with the findings therein, it seemed to us that some
progress had been made but that there is still room
for improvement, For example, 660/o (2017',520/0,

201 6: 27 Vo) d isti n gu ished between j ud gements a nd
estimates, bearing in mind that different information
is required for each, although 18 companies seemed

to have misclassified items between these categories.

Boilerplate also remains a concern - just under a third
of companies we looked at only provided disclosures

that were so generic they could have been applied

equally to any other company.

Defined benefit pensions
Another area where the FRC completed a thematic
review in 2011, and one that attracts significant
attention, is in respect of defined benefit schemes

run by companies. Albeit many are now closed to new

entrants or future accrual, 67%o of companies still had

some form of defined benefit obligation. Encouragingly,

on an accounting basis at least,40 were in a surplus
(where plan assets exceeded the liabilities) and 37

ofthose su[pluses were recognised as assets by

companies, although only 21 provided justifications for
asset recognition.

NeW IFRSS

It was the final year for 8'1 companies surveyed before
the mandatory implementation of significant new

accounting standards on financial instruments and

revenue, IFRS 9 and IFRS '15. Given this proximity, and

perhaps thanks to regulatory pressure, it was pleasing

that companies provided more information on these
forthcoming standards than previously.

5ix companies indicated that IFRS 15 might have a

material impact and a further 20 stated that it would
have an impact, which implied that it would be material,

Of those 26 companies, 23 quantified the impact.

Similarly, 19 companies indicated they expected IFRS

9 to have an impact, which again implied it would be

material, with 14 quantifying it,

No companies had early adopted the new leasing
standard, IFRS 16, which becomes effective for
periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019 and
brings most leases on balance sheet for lessees.

Some companies appeared well advanced in their
preparations, with eight companies quantifying the
impact. A further 36 companies gave some idea
of the impact through a cross-reference to their
operating lease commitments. However, care should
be taken in adopting such an approach, due to
potential diflerences between 1AS 17's disclosure and^
the amount to be recognised under IFRS 16. ln the
forthcoming reporting season expectations will only
increase in terms of the information to be provided on
the impact this significant new standard will have.

Final thoughts
Change abounds, both in terms ofthe business

environment companies find themselves operating in

and in terms of the information they are called upon to
provide to investors. This publication provides valuable

insight into how companies are responding to this
challenge and how they are innovating when it comes

to telling their story in their annual reports.

Veronica Poole
Global IFRS Leader and UK Head of Corporate
Reporting
Deloitte
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lntroduction

ln this publication we aim to provide insight into practices in annual reporting, focusing

on areas where requirements have changed, where regulators are focusing or where

innovative practices are emerging.

The publication presents the findings of a survey of
100 annual reports of UK companies with a premium

listing of their equity on the London Stock Exchange,

75 of the 100 companies are the same as those used

,__ .h. previous survey. The population comprises

19 FTSE 100 companies (2017'. 18), 38 FTSE 250

companies (2017:39) and 43 companies outside the
FTSE 350 (2017: 43). lnvestment trusts, other than real

estate investment trusts, are excluded from the sample

due to their specialised nature. The reports analysed

are for financialyears ended between 30 September
2017 and 31 March 2018.

Each section addresses a different .rO.- ,. ,rO),
UK listed company's annual report, generally

distinguishing between:

. areas where compliance has been relatively good

or improved;

. areas where companies have struggled to comply
with requirements; and

providing information. 
:

i

The topic of integrated reporting impacts multiple l

parts of companies' annual reports and is discussed ,

in multiple sections of our publication. To help identify
this recurring topic we have used the following i
colour-coding , '/

Although our survey data uses only companies from our

sample, when selecting examples of good practice we

have used material from companies that, in our view,

best illustrate a particular requirement or innovation,

regardless of whether they are in our sample.

Many more example disclosures can be found in

an appendix accompanying the electronic version

of this publication, available at www.deloitte.co.uk/

annualreportinsights. A more detailed discussion

of the regulatory requirements UK companies with

a premium listing are sub.iect to is also provided as an

appendix in the electronic version.

Each section also includes a short list of items to watch

out for in the reporting season ahead, reflecting areas

of changing requirements or practice and areas of
regulatory focus.

lntegrated reporting -
commentary highlighted blue
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D irectors' rem uneration
The length of the directors'remuneration report

has remained above 10%o of the whole annual report
but has fallen, on average, by 1 page to 18 pages. Whilst
FTSE 100 companies have the longest reports, on
average, at 20 pages, surprisinglythe longest 5 reports,
all 30 pages or more, were from companies outside of
thE FTSE 1OO

It was pleasing to see that companies are
acknowledging the pay conditions of the wider
wo rkforce with i n thei r d i rectors' remu neration reports
with 690/o of companies making reference, if only
briefly, to their entire workforce. However, in line with
2017 na company has included a ratio comparing
directors'to employees'pay. From 1 January 2019
quoted companies will need to provide certain ratios
comparing CEO pay to employees.

In our sample, eight companies disclosed that more
than 2070 ofshareholder votes had opposed approval
of the previous Annual Report on Remuneration'
at their most recent AGM, with one instance of the
opposing proportion exceeding 50%0. The Code

requires companies to announce the actions they
intend to take to understand a significant proportion of
votes against a resolution; six of lhe above companies
had followed up with explanations of the actions taken
in their next directors'remuneration report. Section 4
provides further detail on stakeholder engagement.

Consistency
ln reporting how the entity has developed

and performed in the year, companies must ensure

their analysis is fair, balanced and comprehensive. ln

assessing this, one of the things the FRC looks out for
is consistency between information in the'front half'
and the financial statements. One indicator of this is
whether the description of the entity's major products,

services and markets and its competitive position

in those markets in the front half is aligned with the
segment analysis presented in the flnancial statements

- for 92 companies it was.

in the FRC's revised Guidance on the Strategic
Report and the <lR> Framework's Guiding
Principles, illustrated below.

Consider investor views on whether to disclose
the level of distributable profrts and any
associated recent FRC guidance,

<lR> Framework
Principles

@
@
@
@
@
@

Conciseness

Connectivity of informatlon

Stakeholder relationships

Materiality

Strateglc focus and future orientatlon

Conslstency and comparablllty

Remember that the strategic report is only
required to contain information material to

10
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Examples of disclosure
Mondi plc commented on materiality in the

context of their report as a whole.

Mondi plc

Manariality
Mondi's lntegrated report and financial statements
2017 aims to provide a fair, balanced and
understandable assessrnent of our business mcdel,
strategy, pefformance and prospects in relation
to material financial, economic, social. environmental
arrd govemance issues.

The material tccus areas were determined
considering the follawing:
+ Specific quantitative and qualitative criteria

+ Matters critical in relation to achieving
our strategic objectives

+ Principal risks identified through our risk
management process

+ fuedback from key stakeholders during
the couae cfthe year

FRC's Communication Principles

. The strategic report should be fair, balanced
and understandable.

. The strategic report should be clear and
concise yet comprehensive.

. Where appropriate.
strategic report should have
orientation.

. The strategic report should provide
information that is entity-specific.

. The strategic report should highlight and
explain linkages between pieces of information
presented within the strategic report and in
the annual report more broadly.

. The structure, presentation and content ofthe
strategic report should be reviewed annually
to ensure that it continues to meet its purpose
and only contains information that is relevant.

11
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3. Strategy and business model

How is the business model presented? ls there evidence of a change in business
model because of Brexit?

0
I Narrativealone I Predominantlyvisual

I Combination of narrative and visual

f Yes, alreadychanged

I tndicated mighr be

changing

I Possible impacts are being
monitored, but no conclusion

I lndicated will be changing

I No expectation the business
model will change

No

What information is provided in the business model?

Key inputs in the form of off-balance sheet
resources and relationships?

Key inputs in the form of assets and liabilities
recognised on balance sheet?

An explanation of what the company does?

780k 14%

53% 24% 230/o 2017

8A%o 16/o zot|,
2017

201&'

2417

59% 17% 24o/a

71% 290k

67% 33%

Oo/o 20o/o

il tn the business model I Elsewhere in the report I ruo

4Oo/o 600/o 80o/o 1000/o

Of those identifying <lR> capitals. which ones are referred to?

ll ll
Human Social &

relationship

100olo

\fir;
Financial

12

740k

lt
lntellectual

:3
Natural

I zota

a zott

Manufactured



Compliance - positive trends
An entity's purpose, its strategy, and its business

model are inter-related concepts. The strategy sets

out how the purpose will be fulfilled. But a key part of
setting the strategy is understanding the organisation's
business model, particularly the relevant levers

available for directors to push and pull to be able to
increase outputs and create long term value.

The business model disclosure is not only required

law, but is one of the first things investors look for
.- an annual report4, so it should explain what the

company does, how it does it, and the impact that
the company's activities has, 94 companies clearly

disclosed a business model, or information resembling

such (2017: 95). Of the 6 companies that did not clearly

disclose a business model, one of these conceded
that their business model was being revised to reflect
a new strategy and approach, along with a revised set
of KPls. The others all referred to the term "business

model" within the standard boilerplate directors'
responsibilities statement, but none provided any

the business model disclosure in a visual manner,

% of these visuals were deemed to have aided the

'uiscussion, compared to only half of those last year.

The graph opposite identifies certain elements
considered useful by investors to be included within
the business model disclosure, as highlighted in the
FRC's Financial Reporting Lab projects. lt is good to see
an increase overall across all elements, although there
still remains scope for improvement.

More companies are identifying and articulating in

their business models those inputs which are key to
the success oftheir business, as is suggested in the
FRC's Guidance to the Strategic Report, ln particular,
over three quarters of companies are identifying those
key sources of value in the form of off-balance sheet
resources, relationships and other dependencies.
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Of those that identified key sources of value in the
form of off-balance sheet resources, relationships and

other dependencies, either in their business model or

elsewhere in the report, 9670 went on to provide an

indication of how the key relationships and resources

are being maintained and enhanced. For example,

where a company's employees or its relationships
with customers were identified, maintenance and

enhancement of these relationships often focused

around providing a supportive environment or a
challenging or interesting job role for employees, and

staying close to customers to understand their needs

and adapting products or services accordingly.

The most useful disclosures regarding maintenance
and enhancement of these key relationships then
went on to provide either evidence or some sort
of measurement of maintenance and how this
impacted value creation. Examples include employee
engagement scores, retention rates and details of
internal progression for employees; when these
increased (presumably as a result of the company's
actions), employees would be happier and more
motivated and thus productivity would increase, thus
generating more value (see sectlon 6). For customer
relationships, Net Promotor Scores were often cited;

again, as the company actively seeks to increase the
score, the relationship strengthens and more value is

created for the company, e.g. through repeat orders.

disclosure in this regard

a combination of words and diagr
'the most popular means of articulating the business

58 companies doing so (2017: 55). lt was
good to see that ofthoGE

13

The identification of inputs :s similar to the
<lR> Framework's notion of 'capitals'within

its value creation process. We were encouraged

to see 35 companies QA17:32) clearly considering
the <lR> notion of 'capitals'in their business
models, often demonstrating the outcomes of
the business model on each capital, going beyond

the FRC's recommendation of identifying just key

inputs. lnterestingly, these companies were

spread fairly evenly across the FTSE,

demonstrating that it is not only the largest of
companies that see the benefit in understanding
and articulating their business model in this way.

On average, these companies identified a total of
5 capitals, with the most identified by one
company being 12 different capitals.
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This issue of maintaining and enhancing key relationships
highlights the importance of stakeholder engagement
to understand stakeholder needs, and the close link

between this and value creation (see section 4), lt is
expected that the renewed focus on directors'duties
in s172 (including the requirement to "foster business
relationships with suppliers, customers and others")
and also on the NFR Directive, which either encourage
or require disclosure on these non-financial sources of
value, will increase the quality of disclosure about key

ofl balance sheet resources, relationships and other
dependencies.

Compliance - problem areas
Despite the vast majority disclosing a business

model, it was disappointing to see only a small increase

in the number of companies describing jn their
business model what their business actually does.
Given many readers will turn straight to the business
model, and that the business model lies at the heart of
a company's strategy, this is something that we would
expect companies to be addressing.

All but one company identified in their report the

stakeholders it considers in how they do business,

such as employees, customers and suppliers. For

some companies this was obvious from their business

model, for example by clearly identifying value created
(or'outcomes') for different stakeholder groups. An

example of setting this out clearly is the business model

presented by St.James's Place plc. However, for a lot of
companies this was less explicit and, in the absence of
descriptions of clear stakeholder engagement activities
(which would, in turn, inform the business model - see

per the FRC's Lab report. For instance, investors want
to understand the value to customers ofthe product

/ service that will likely result in future sales. But this

is difficult to determine if it is not clear in the business

model who the other stakeholders are.

I nvestors also need to know how successful directors
have been in creating value. The FRC's revised Guidance

on the Strategic Report2 includes a paragraph stating
that a company's strategy should be reflected in its key

performance indicators (KPls) i.e. the discussion of KPls

should allow an assessment of progress against the
strategy. Only 46 companies linked all of their KPls to

their strategy in a meaningful way, as opposed to simply
providing a cross-reference, an increase on the 37 which
did so in 201'1. Aclear explanation of how the strategy
and KPls are related enables investors to ascertain how
successful the directors have been in attaining what they
set out to achieve, Brewin Dolphin Holdings PLC clearly
linked its KPls to each relevant strand of their strategy
to facilitate measurement of their performance to date,

as well as providing an indication, where applicable, of
potential challenges to success.

Looking beyond compliance
Although an area of constant evolution,

sustainability reporting is no longer a new concept,
with many industries having reported on their
environmental impact for over 30 years and the Global
Reporting lnitiative introducing broader sustainability
reporting through their flrst framework of guidance in
1 998. So it's not unreasonable to expect that the recent
focus on s172 responsibilities and the NFR Directive
disclosures would focus directors' minds on broader
corporate social responsibility ('CSR') matters. Perhaps,

then, it is a symptom of the corporate wheels moving
slowly that for many companres there remains a lack

of connection between the specific thinking around
sustainability and broader strategic-level thinking.

Three companies were deemed not to include any

significant CSR disclosures and 49 companies disclosed a

separate CSR section with no reference to these matte'^
within their strategy. More positively, 38 companies

included some elements of CSR within their strategy,

while the remaining ten companies fully integrated their
CSR disclosures within their broader company strategy,

16 companies (2017:1\made refe(nce to the UN's

Sustainable Developme\Goals6_g5DGs"), a set of 17

goals which were signed upTO'l-n 2015 by 193 world
leaders with an aim to end extreme poverty, inequality
and address climate change by 2030. Although most of
the companies making reference were from the FTSE

100, they were from a number of industries, including

telecoms, financial services, media and oil & gas. Most
of the references to SDGs were where companies had

mapped their sustainability strategy to the SDGs, with
two companies bringing in the SDGs within their wider
group strategy.

section 4) the identification of key stakeholder groups _. - thus avoiding the need for a separate full CSR section

was hidden in the detail of the report. Disclosure of G4S plc identified its key stakeholder groups upfront
the value created for other stakeholders that supports I and linked each to the relevant strand of its strategy. The

economic value generation for the company itself is -\ strategic review discussion then incorporated all material

one of the desired attributes of a business model, as without for a separate section.
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buslness model what it does, what the key resources it
relies upon are and who their key stakeholders are and

the value created for them.

The Weir Group PLC

Linked to this, five companies made reference to the
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures'

Guidelines ('TCFD') which encourage consideration
of climate risk, while another four indicated that they
had complied with them. A further six companies
did otherwise describe the Board's oversight of
climate related risks and opportunities, albeit with no

reference to TCFD.

The FRC has referred to both the SDGs and the TCFD,

rong others, as sources ofguidance to BoardsT when
\=onsidering the impact on environment with respect to

their s172 responsibilities (see section 4).

Linkage to principal risks, particularly those which are

new or have changed, is valuable in demonstrating
the resilience of the business model and how it can
react to changes in the market environment. The

issue of Brexitwaswidelydiscussed, with half of all

companies discussing within their principal risks how
it may specifically impact them. As shown in the graph,

54 companies (2017:31) discussed, to varying extents,
whether Brexit might impact their business model. While

uncertainty may abound, directors'assessment of Brexit

and its possible impact on the business' ability to create

value in the long term provides deeper insight into the
business and how directors are carrying out their s172

duties to promote the success of the company.

! *nr, to watch out for
j "'-'-

Tl. Review vour business model disclosure and -'-.LI
l.gtallenge whether it describes what the company

d6es.a4d identifies who the key stakeholders are.

Tl ot those key resources, re;ilnshD;fdd oiFtt
off-balance sheet sources ofvalue creation
identified in the business model, consider how
these are maintained and enhanced. Useful
disclosure includes evidence and measurement
of maintenance and a description of how this
impacted value creation.

Tl Challenge whether these key stakeholders and
t----J 

the value created for them by the company are
being reflected in ihe strategy. lncorporating

..strands of a separate'sustei nability strategy

.,j' into the main company stra[Qy breaks dowq
, organisational silos and leads to a more cohere'ryt,
r. comprehensive and connected strategy. ,l

. ''',-/

See more examples of disclosure in the
electronic version of this publication.

ffi

-
@

------l:-

The Weir Group PLC clearly articulated in its
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Compliance - positive trends
Over the past year there has continued to be

a focus by government and in the media around
directors' responsibilities under s'1 72, specifically their
duty to promote the long term success of the company
taking into regard the impact on a broad group of
stakeholders such as employees, customers, suppliers
and the environment. lt is therefore no surprise that
more companies are referring to this duty in their
annual report, with 29 doing so (2017 17). However,

ly 8 companies (2017:8) went on to provide a further
\Eomment to allow shareholders to assess how the

directors have performed their duty. New regulations
are applicable to periods commencing on or after
1 January 20'19, which requires companies of a

significant size (both public and private) to explain how
they have complied with s1728. This is clearly an area

which companies will need to consider further.

But how do directors carry out this s172 dutf First

steps are to identify relevant stakeholder groups to
the company, aside from shareholders. As the graphic
opposite demonstrates, and in line with those key

sources of value identified in the business model
(see section 3), most commonly these are customers
and employees.

Next, directors must engage with and listen to

_those other stakeholders. Although there is no Iegal

truirement to disclose detail around engagement
'trctivities specifically, encouragi ngly 94 com panies

(2017: 90) described, to varying levels of detail, how
they engaged with their stakeholders. Of these, 1370

(2017:230/o) focused only on their engagement with
investors, while the remainder covered how they
engaged with at least one non-investor stakeholder
group. Most commonly this included conducting
employee engagement surveys or getting customer
feedback. Often the discussion covered only one or
two stakeholder groups and frequently was dotted
about the annual report. The most useful disclosures
around engagement were those that presented the
full picture, identifying each main stakeholder group,
describing their engagement with each, what the
subject of engagement was (e.g. customer service or
quality) and explaining why this was relevant.

N

lnsight from engagement activlties then needs to feed

its way back to the boardroom, the board needs to
react to this feedback, develop high level intentions
and translate them lnto more precise policies for
the company (see below regarding NFR Directive
disclosures). However, as noted in section 9, there
is little insight around this currently, with only 10

companies indicating that stakeholder feedback has

any impact on board decision making.

Despite this missing link to the boardroom, almost
half of those engaging with stakehold ers (2017 .36V0)

went on to describe an outcome of some engagement
and what they have done differently as a result. 8

companies provided outcomes solely relating to
investor engagement, all of which related to directors'
remuneration. 30 provided outcomes solely relating

to engagement with other stakeholders, while the
remaining 7 provided examples relating to engagement
with both investors and at least one other stakeholder
group. Nearly all of the descriptions of change were

in response to employee or customer feedback.

One related to changes made following feedback
from regulators, and one mining company provided
outcomes of engaging with local communities.
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Stakeholder relationships and the
of an organisation to respond to key

heart of integrated thinking, which

key stakeholders, including how and to what
extent the organisation understands, takes into
account and responds to their legitimate needs
and interests. The <lR> Framework states that by
doing so, the integrated report enhances
transparency and accou ntability.
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The focus on employees and customers mirrors the
common identiflcation of these groups as inputs
into value creation in the business model disclosures
(see section 3). lt seems that companies find these
engagement activities and disclosures easier for
some stakeholders than others. Possibly this reflects
an underlying current of short-termism: a company
may adversely impact the local environment for a
while before it becomes visible, whereas it would
immediatelyfeel the pinch if customer or employee
relationships worsened, so companies need to keep

a closer eye on them. Perhaps because of a more
direct and more observable impact of employees or
customers on cash flows, companies are more readily
paying attention to those stakeholders and measuring
the business' impact on them. ln turn it is simply more
difficult to measure interactions with local communities
and other stakeholders, not just because of indirect
financial implications but also because of difficulties
gathering data and knowing what data to gather.

Compliance - problem areas
70 companies fellwithin the scope of the newly

effective NFR Directive (19 companies had flnancial

years beginning prior to 1 January 2012 while 1'l

companies had fewer than 500 employees). The legal

requirement refers to a "non-financial information
statement" to be included within the strategic report.
ln December 2017 the FRC published some FAQse to
accompany the NFR Directive, one of which confirms

that the disclosures required do not have to be

either a discrete element within the strategic report
or a separate statement. Instead, companies are

encouraged to consider how this information relates

to other information in the strategic report and

incorporate it therein. This view has been updated in

the FRC's revised Guidance on the Strategic Report'7to

make clear that there must be a separate statement
within the strategic report, but that this can include

cross-references to where the required information

can be found in the main body of the strategic report.

Only one company presented a standalone

non-financial information statement, which took the

form of a table detailing the disclosure requirements
and cross-referring to where the information could be

found. A handful of companies clearly identified the
elements of the NFR Directive (envlronmental matters,

employees, social matters, respect for human rights, and

anti-corruption and anti-bribery matters) and provided

some cross-references to where some of the information
was located. One company was explicit in stating that the

required NFR Directive information had been integrated
into the strategic report, thus "promoting cohesive
reporting of non-financial matters", ln many cases the
individual policies were named within the principal risks

disclosures as an example of a mitigating activity, where
relevant, and then further information was included
within the CSR disclosures. 19 companies, spread fairly
evenly across the FTSE, included some or all of the
required disclosures outside of the strategic report (for

example in the corporate governance statement) without
cross referring to it from the strategic report. Given the ^
non-financial information is required to be included in tl,-
strategic report the placement of these new disclosures
within it (or cross referenced from it) is important.

Given the overlap with existing disclosure
requirements, it was in many cases actually quite
difficult to find some of the NFR Directive disclosures,
For example, quoted companies are already required to
include information about the company's employees,
to the extent necessary for an understanding of the
development, performance or position of the company.

The NFR Directive requires a description of the policies

pursued in relation to employees, along with any due
diligence and outcomes of those policies. While many

companies described their aims (such as focusing on

the diversity of the workforce, or to achieve zero-level

accidents) or specific actions (such as carrying out
engagement surveys or investment in trainlng and
progression), it was often not clear whether this was ^
a description of a specific underlying policy. Similarly,

some companies named some specific policies but
then did not link them to any other text to demonstrate
howthey had been applied.

lf a company does not pursue policies in relation to one
or more of the NFR Directive matters, it must provide a

clear and reasoned explanation for the company's not
doing so. This was very rare in practice, with only four
companies doing so in relation to the environment and

two for social matters.

ln contrast, the NFR Directive disclosures around anti-
bribery and anti-corruption were new, with no previous

requirements in these areas. lt was therefore much
easier to identify the disclosures. 61 of those in scope

and 15 outside scope discussed both anti-bribery and

anti-corruption in their report, even if briefly. A further
four companies in scope of the regulations discussed

either bribery or corruption, but not both, leaving the
remaining five companies in scope not discussing the
matter at all.
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Many companies enhanced their disclosures around
human rights with information regarding slavery and

human trafficking, linking to their other reporting
requirements under the Modern SlaveryAct.
24 companies disclosed in their annual report some
or all of the detail required under their reporting duty
on modern slavery with 38 others providing a

cross-reference to their modern slavery reporting.

The area of most difficulty appeared to be disclosure
- 
social matters. Albeit 'social' matters are not

\efined, we felt that only 23 of the 70 companies in
scope had clearly named or described a policy in
relation to social matters, although a further two
did indicate that they do not pursue policies in this
area. Some others may have felt that they had also
provided relevant information, based on a broader
interpretation of 'social'. While many companies
include a lot of information about their interaction with
local communities, most commonly their charitable
fundraising efforts, for some it was to the point where
it is questionable as to whether this information is

truly material to the annual report. For others it rarses

the question of whether they have missed the mark
a little, too, by providing information which does not
give any meaningful insight into the impact of the
company's activities on social matters. Anglo American
plc provided a good example of a social matters
policy, their "Social Way", which included details of due

, gence and discussed the outcomes as well.

The requirement to disclose any due diligence processes

implemented by the company in pursuance of the
relevant policies was addressed in relation to about
half of those policies disclosed. Overall the level of
detail provided varied from vague to extensive, and the
extent of the due diligence ranged from internal reviews
and internal audit to external assurance. What was
particularly refreshing was that the information disclosed
seemed to be specific to each company, rather than
reeling ofl a new boilerplate disclosure. Moreover, in

many cases the due diligence resulted in a report to the
Board, or at least a sub-committee. This supports the
upcoming s172 disclosures (see below) by demonstrating
how directors fulfil their responsibilities in practice.

Where outcomes of policies are measurable such as
environmental emissions or employee accident rate,
these were clearly disclosed. For other outcomes, such
as for human rights policies, it was notable that these
are more difficult to determine or articulate.
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Looking beyond compliance
The new requirements of the government's

package of corporate governance reforms (being

the new regulations cited above, along with a new
Corporate Governance Code10) are not applicable until
periods commencing 1 January 2019. However, as

shown in the graph opposite, perhaps unsurprisingly
given the renewed focus, more companies are

disclosing information this year around how directors
have considered their responsibilities under s172in all

of those areas noted. A few of these areas also overlap

with the new disclosure requirements under the NFR

Directive and therefore the same disclosures may be

meeting both requirements.

Almost all companies are providing information
around how they have had regard to the interests
of employees. Reference to the new gender pay gap

reporting, and other employee performance metrics
(see section 6) also evidenced how directors are

taking employees'interests into account. This focus
on employees is reflected in the number of companies
including employees as key sources of value within
their business model (see section 3).

Many more companies are indicating how they have

fostered their relationships with their suppliers. Often
this was through linking in to their human rights
policies, and how they worked with their suppliers to
ensure that their standards were being adhered to
throughout the supply chain. Four companies disclosed
some or all of the detail required under the reporting
duty on payment practices and performance (which

is otherwise required outside of the annual report for
periods commencing on or after 6 April 2017), with two
others providing a cross-reference to their reporting.

Acting fairly between members was usually
demonstrated through the description of shareholder
engagement whereby private shareholders were given

opportunity for engagement and'feedback outside of
merely attending the AGM. Most companies disclosed
this information within their corporate governance
report, with 57 doing so. A good example of this
disclosure is Barclays PLC which detailed engagement
throughout the year with institutional investors and
private investors.
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A number of companies provided examples of
how the directors had taken into account broader
factors in their decision making process. Britvic plc
explained how, as part of their busrness capability
programme, they had consulted with stakeholders
and demonstrated how they had taken into account
the interests of employees when relocating their
manufacturing plants. Mears Group pLC developed
a portal that provides detailed insight into local
demographics, helping to identify areas of deprivation,
which now drives their decision making by enabling
them to target intervention and outreach to the
most disadvantaged groups and focus on the right
outcomes. Such examples may assist directors in
articulating how they have performed their duty
under s"I72.

There is no current requirement to disclose in the
a n n ua I report a ny details of stakeholder feedback
when reporting on major events during the year. lt
was pleasing, therefore, that a handful of companies
discussed the mechanism for gathering stakeholder
feedback in such circumstances. Marks and Spencer
Group plc highlighted how their Business lnvolvement
Group (where elected employees feedback to a

national committee, the chair of which attends board
meetings twice a year) helped to manage signiflcant
changes in the company, resulting in employee
involvement being at the centre of the Board process,

What to watch out for

New regulations applicable to accounting
periods beginning on or after 1 )anuary 2019
require all Iarge companies to describe in their
strategic report how they have complied with the
requirements of section 172.

Ensure Board processes are in place to enable
the new sl72 statement and meaningful NFR

Disclosure statement to be made.

Note that recent amendments made to the FRC,s

Guidance on the Strategic Report encourage
companies to include a separate non-financial
information statement within their strategic
report, which includes clear cross references
to where the required content is covered in the
strategic report, if not in the statement itself. This
6 consistqnt wirh the approach required for the
172 statement.

Both the SDGs (which can be incorporated into
the company's strategy) and TCFD guidance
(which can be used as a tool for considering
climate risk) are recommended as sources of
guidance bythe FRC. These can be referred
to when demonstrating how the board is

considering environmental impact.

An engagement programme for all relevant
stakeholders should target not just those who
are more vocal or easy to engage with, and
should be supported by a process for feedback
to the board.

ln particular, the new Corporate Governance
Code provides a choice of three workforce
engagement mechanisms (a director appointed
from the workforce, a formal workforce advisory
panel or a designated non-executive director).

(\
Challenge whether you(\FR Diregle
d i sc I os u res a re c I ea r, w i th)-did6 i o e n r i f i e d a n d

described, and due diligence over and outcomes
from those policies discussed. Where there is no
policy in place, this must be clearly disclosed.

@
T
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Essentially, sl72's requirement to take into
account the impacts of decisions made

upon key stakeholders is akin to "integrated
thinking" under the <lR> Framework, which
encourages this multi-capital approach to
decision-making. Hilton Food Group plc
explained how they factor into their decision
making their customers'desire for reducing
waste and minimising the environmental impact
of their operations. As such the company has
been working with suppliers to reduce the
amount of packaging which, in turn, reduces cost
and environmental impact.
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The use of alternative performance measures (APMs),

often referred to as non-GAAP measures, continues to
be a common feature across UK annual reports, These

measures are intended to offer investors additional
information on the reporting company's performance,
in addition to the statutory GAAP measures. ESMAS

Guidelinesle on the use of APMs, together with the
FRC's recent publication of their corporate reporting
thematic review findingsll, provide the framework
and key guidance to be applied when using APMs in
-.rporate reporting. This area continues to be a hot

'._,pic for regulators and while there have been high

level improvements where more companies appear to
be applying the basic principles of ESMAs Guidelines,
the pace ofchange has been slow.

ln terms of where APMs are to be found in reports, 96
companies presented financial APMs within an up-front
financial highlights section, and 910/o of these included
adjusted profit measures. Only 32% of companies
presenting APMs in their financial highlights included
adjusted sales measures. lt seems that adjusted
sales measures feature more commonly in detailed
performance analyses, for example in the Chief
Financial Officer's statement.

810/o (2017:81%) of companies had a Chairman's
statement containing APMs and 82% (2017:89%) a

CEO's statement with APMs. The majority of these
'?tements included adjusted profit measures. For

r-aample, 60% and 66% of companies surveyed
presented a Chairman's and CEO's statement,
respectively, which contained adjusted profit measures.

A continuing trend is that APMs, within the scope of the
ESMA Guidelines, are being used by companies in their
key performance indicators (KPls) Of the 90 companies
(2017:92) that clearly identified their KPts only one did
not include an APM, in 201-/ all 92 companies included
at least one APM.

Carrying on through the annual report, 68 companies
(2017:68) presented APMs on the face of their income
statements (excluding unadjusted'operating profi t'
lines). These measures would be considered APMs
under the ESMA Guidelines were it not for the fact that
the ESMA Guidelines apply only outside of the financial
statements.

Whilst APMs can be both financial and non-financial,
the ESMA Guidelines only apply to financial APMs.

We consider the use of non-financial metrics, which
did feature in a number of companies' operational
highlights, in our discussion of KPls below.

Compliance - positive trends
According to the ESMA Guidelines, APMs should

be reconciled to the most directly reconcilable line

item, subtotal or total presented in the financial

statements. lt is positive to see that 86% of companies
reporting an alternative profit measure within the
highlights section did reconcile back to an IFRS profit
measure for all profit measures reported. ln contrast,
it was d isap poi nti ng that only 290/o of co m pa n ies

reporting an alternative sales measure provided a

reconciliation albeit that this was driven by a lack of
reconciliation for companies reporting a like-for-like or
constant currency sales movement.

The Guidelines require the provision of comparatives
for all APMs and we have seen that approximately 80%o

of companies with alternative profit measures in their
highlights section provided this information.

Looking at KPls, in an improvement from 2017,46
companies (2017.37) linked all of their KPls to the
company's strategy in a meaningful way, as opposed
to simply providing a cross-reference. This is a step
in the right direction for linking together each area of
the strategic report, although clearly there is still room
for improvement by many. 71 reports evidenced, in

some form, linkage between companies'KPls and their
directors' remuneration, demonstrating alignment of
reward with success of the company.
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